
Take Out:
- pencil
- notebook
- highlighter

Steps to Ready:
1. Take out supplies.
2. Glue in notes and title them according to what is on my 

board.
3. Update your Table of Contents



All plate motion is caused by ______________ 

_______________ in the ___________. When two plates 

move apart this is a ______________ ____________. This 

puts ____________ stress in the crust which stretches it 

until it cracks, causing a _______. As the plates slide apart, 

the hanging wall falls down forming a _________ fault. 

convection

currents mantle
divergent boundary

tension
fault

normal



When two plates collide, they form a ____________ boundary. This 

collision puts ______________ stress in the crust. As the plates 

push together, the hanging wall slides up forming a ___________ 

fault.

As two plates slide past each other they form a _______________ 

boundary. As they move it puts ____________ stress in the crust. 

This forms a _____________________ fault.

convergent

compression
reverse

transform

shearing
strike-slip







1.
2.
3.

4.





Working with your partner, put the strips of 
paper in order. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zNyVPsj8zc


Parts of an Earthquake

There are 3 main parts of an earthquake:

1. Focus

2. Epicenter

3. Seismic Waves





2. 

–

–



Pair-Share

How are the focus and epicenter similar?

❏ The focus and epicenter are similar because_____.
❏ Both the focus and the epicenter _____.

They are both where an earthquake starts.



Pair-Share

How are the focus and epicenter different?

❏ The focus ______, but the epicenter ________.
❏ The focus ______, whereas the epicenter ________.

The focus is inside the crust and the 
epicenter is on the surface of the Earth.





–
–

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9QwiBFN9gI


Below your seismic waves notes….

Copy the data table below:

Type of Wave Time (sec.)
P-Wave

(Forward and back)

S-Wave
(Side to side)



★ Assign a letter: A, B, C, D to each member of your table.



1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.



1.

2.



1.

2.

3.

























…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gl4FvHKzAlU


Pair-Share

Look at the data table form the Slinky Seismic Wave 
Activity. 

1. Which waves represent P-waves? How do you know?

______ represents P-waves because _______.



Pair-Share

Look at the data table form the Slinky Seismic Wave 
Activity. 

2. Which waves represent S-waves? How do you know?

______ represents S-waves because _______.



Type of Wave Time (sec.)

Forward and back

Side to side

(P-waves)

(S-waves)













❑


